1. Introduction {#sec0001}
===============

According to the World Health Organization, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the leading cause of death globally ([@bib0018]). Medical imaging has revolutionized modern medicine and healthcare, and imaging and computing technologies have become increasingly important for the diagnosis and treatments of CVDs. Computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and ultrasound (US) have been used extensively for physiologic understanding and diagnostic purposes in cardiology ([@bib0013]). Among these, CT and MRI are particularly used to provide clear anatomical information of the heart. Cardiac MRI has the advantages of being free from ionizing radiation, acquiring images with good contrast between soft tissues and with relatively high spatial resolution ([@bib0025]). In contrast, cardiac CT, though involves ionizing radiation, is fast, low cost, and generally of high quality ([@bib0032]).

To quantify the morphological and pathological changes, it is commonly a prerequisite to segment the important structures from the cardiac medical images. Whole heart segmentation (WHS) aims to extract each of the individual whole heart substructures, including the left ventricle (LV), right ventricle (RV), left atrium (LA), right atrium (RA), myocardium of LV (Myo), ascending aorta (AO) or the whole aorta, and the pulmonary artery (PA) ([@bib0051]), as [Fig. 1](#fig0001){ref-type="fig"} shows. The applications of WHS are numerous. The results can be used to directly compute the functional indices such as ejection fraction. Additionally, the geometrical information is useful in surgical guidance such as in radio-frequency ablation of the LA. However, the manual delineation of whole heart is labor-intensive and tedious, needing almost 8 hours for a single subject ([@bib0054]). Thus, automating the segmentation from multi-modality images, referred to as MM-WHS, is highly desired but still challenging, mainly due to the following reasons ([@bib0051]). First, the shape of the heart varies through the cardiac cycle as the heart contracts and relaxes. It also varies greatly from subject to subject, especially for those with pathological and physiological changes. Second, the appearance and image quality can be variable. For example, the enhancement patterns of the CT images can differ significantly for different scanners or acquisition sessions. Also, motion artifacts, poor contrast-to-noise ratio and signal-to-noise ratio, commonly presented in the clinical data, can significantly deteriorate the image quality and consequently challenge the task.Fig. 1Examples of cardiac images and WHS results: (a) displays the three orthogonal views of a cardiac CT image and its corresponding WHS result, (b) shows example cardiac MRI data and the WHS result. LV: left ventricle; RV: right ventricle; LA: left atrium; RA: right atrium; Myo: myocardium of LV; AO: ascending aorta; PA: pulmonary artery.Fig. 1

1.1. State-of-the-art for Whole Heart Segmentation {#sec0002}
--------------------------------------------------

In the last ten years, a variety of WHS techniques have been proposed for cardiac CT and MRI data. Detailed reviews of previously published algorithms can be found in [@bib0013], [@bib0051] and [@bib0029]. [@bib0013] reviewed several modalities and corresponding segmentation algorithms for the diagnosis and treatments of CVDs. They summarized the roles and characteristics of different modalities of cardiac imaging and the parameter correlation between them. Furthermore, they categorized the WHS techniques into four, i.e., (1) boundary-driven techniques, (2) region-based techniques, (3) graph-cuts techniques, and (4) model fitting techniques. The advantages and disadvantages of each category were analyzed and summarized. [@bib0051] discussed the challenges and methodologies of the fully automatic WHS. Particularly, the work summarized two key techniques, i.e., the construction of prior models and the fitting procedure for segmentation propagation, for achieving this goal. Based on the types of prior models, the segmentation methods can be divided into two groups, namely the deformable model based methods and the atlas-based approaches. The fitting procedure can be decomposed into three stages, including localizing the whole heart, initializing the substructures, and refining the boundary delineation. Hence, this review paper by [@bib0051] mainly analyzes the algorithms based on the classification of prior models and fitting algorithms for the WHS from different modality images. [@bib0029] reviewed both the methodologies of WHS and the structural and functional indices of the heart for clinical assessments. In their work, the WHS approaches were classified into three categories, i.e., image-driven techniques, model-driven techniques, and the direct estimation-based methods.

The three topic review papers mentioned above mainly cover publications before 2015. A collection of recent works not included by them are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"}. Among these works, [@bib0052] proposed an atlas ranking and selection scheme based on conditional entropy for the multi-atlas based WHS of CT. [@bib0050] developed a set of CT atlases labeled with 15 cardiac substructures. These atlases were then used for automatic WHS of CT via the multi-atlas segmentation (MAS) framework. [@bib0004] developed a method with window width-level adjustment to pre-process CT data, which generates images with clear anatomical structures for WHS. They applied a Gaussian filter-based multi-resolution scheme to eliminate the discontinuity in the down-sampling decomposition for whole heart image registration. [@bib0055] developed a MAS scheme for both CT and MRI WHS. The proposed method ranked and selected optimal atlases based on locally normalized cross correlation. [@bib0026] proposed a patch-based interactive algorithm to extract the heart based on a manual initialization from experts. The method employs active learning to identify the areas that require user interaction. [@bib0054] developed a multi-modality MAS framework for WHS of cardiac MRI, which used a set of atlases built from both CT and MRI. They proposed modality invariant metrics for computing the global image similarity and the local similarity. The global image similarity was used to rank and select atlases, from the multi-modality atlas pool, for segmenting a target image, and the local similarity metrics were proposed for the patch-based label fusion, where a multi-scale patch strategy was developed to obtain a promising performance.Table 1Summary of previous WHS methods for multi-modality images. PIS: patch-based interactive segmentation; FIMH: International Conference on Functional Imaging and Modeling of the Heart; MICCAI: International Conference on Medical Image Computing and Computer-assisted Intervention; MedPhys: Medical Physics; MedIA: Medical Image Analysis; RadiotherOncol: Radiotherapy and Oncology.Table 1ReferenceDataMethodRuntimeDice[@bib0055], FIMH8 CT, 23 MRIMAS60 min, 30 min0.89 ± 0.04, 0.91 ± 0.03[@bib0052], MedPhys30 CTMAS13.2 min0.92 ± 0.02[@bib0026], MICCAI20 MRIPIS + Active learningN/AN/A[@bib0054], MedIA20 CT, 20 MRIMulti-modality MAS12.58 min0.90 ± 0.03[@bib0050], RadiotherOncol31 CTMAS10 minN/A[@bib0004], Neurocomputing14 CTGaussian filter-basedN/AN/A

In conclusion, WHS based on the MAS framework, referred to as MA-WHS, has been well researched in recent years. MAS segments an unknown target image by propagating and fusing the labels from multiple annotated atlases using image registration techniques. The performance relies on the registration algorithms for label propagation and the fusion strategy to combine the segmentation results from the multiple atlases. Both of these two key steps are generally computationally expensive.

Recently, deep learning (DL)-based methods have shown great promise in medical image analysis. They have achieved superior performance in various imaging modalities and different clinical applications ([@bib0034], [@bib0035]). For cardiac segmentation, [@bib0001] proposed a DL algorithm for LV segmentation. [@bib0024] trained multiple layers of a deep belief network to localize the LV, and to define the endocardial and epicardial borders, followed by the distance regularized level set. Recently, [@bib0037] designed a fully automated convolutional neural network (CNN) architecture for pixel-wise labeling of both the LV and RV with impressive performance, and [@bib0020] proposed a deep Poincare map-based method for LV segmentation. DL methods have the potential to provide faster and more accurate segmentation, compared to the conventional approaches, such as the deformable model based algorithms and MAS methods. However, little work has been reported to date using DL for WHS, probably due to the limitation of training data and complexity of the segmentation task.

1.2. Motivation and contribution {#sec0003}
--------------------------------

Due to the above mentioned challenges, we organized the competition of MM-WHS, providing 120 multi-modality whole heart images for developing new WHS algorithms, as well as validating existing ones. We also presented a fair evaluation and comparison framework for participants. In total, twelve groups who submitted their results and methods were selected, and they all agreed to contribute to this work, a benchmark for WHS of two modalities, i.e., CT and MRI. In this work, we introduce the related information, elaborate on the methodologies of these selective submissions, discuss the results and provide insights into future research.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. [Section 2](#sec0004){ref-type="sec"} provides details of the materials and evaluation framework. [Section 3](#sec0009){ref-type="sec"} introduces the evaluated methods for benchmarking. [Section 4](#sec0022){ref-type="sec"} presents the results, followed by discussions in [Section 5](#sec0023){ref-type="sec"}. We conclude this work in [Section 6](#sec0030){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Materials and setup {#sec0004}
======================

2.1. Data acquisition {#sec0005}
---------------------

All the CT and MRI data have been anonymized in agreement with the local regional ethics committee before being released to the MM-WHS challenge, and they were acquired in real clinical environments. The cardiac CT/CTA data were obtained from two state-of-the-art 64-slice CT scanners (Philips Medical Systems, Netherlands) using a standard coronary CT angiography protocol at two sites in Shanghai, China. All the data cover the whole heart from the upper abdomen to the aortic arch. The in-plane resolution of the axial slices is 0.78 × 0.78 mm, and the average slice thickness is 1.60 mm. The cardiac MRI data were acquired from two hospitals in London, UK. One set of data was acquired from St. Thomas Hospital on a 1.5T Philips scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands), and the other was from Royal Brompton Hospital on a Siemens Magnetom Avanto 1.5T scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany). In both sites, a navigator-gated 3D balanced steady state free precession (b-SSFP) sequence was used for free-breathing whole heart imaging. The data were acquired at a resolution of around (1.6 ∼ 2) × (1.6 ∼ 2) × (2 ∼ 3.2) mm, and reconstructed to half of its acquisition resolution, i.e., about (0.8 ∼ 1) × (0.8 ∼ 1) × (1 ∼ 1.6) mm.

In total, we provided 120 multi-modality whole heart images from multiple sites, including 60 cardiac CT and 60 cardiac MRI. For each modality, we selected 20 images to form the training set, and the remaining 40 to form the test set. For the CT data, we used random sampling to divide the data into the two sets. This is because the CT data were acquired from the two sites of the same hospital, and the data were equally distributed to the two sites. For the MRI data, they were acquired from two different hospitals. One provided 19 images, and the other provided 41 images. We divided the data from each hospital into two subsets, one for training (about one third) and the other for test (about two thirds). We then combined them to form the training set of 20 cases and test set of 40 cases. The pathologies involved in the MRI data covered a wide range of cardiac diseases, including myocardium infarction, atrial fibrillation (AF), tricuspid regurgitation, aortic valve stenosis, Alagille syndrome, Williams syndrome, dilated cardiomyopathy, aortic coarctation, and Tetralogy of Fallot. For analyzing the WHS performance with respect to different pathologies, we divided them into three categories, i.e., congenital heart disease (CHD) cases, AF patients, and *Others*. The numbers of subjects of these three categories in the training set are respectively 7, 6 and 7, and the numbers in the test set are respectively 9, 13, 18. Please refer to [Section 5.3](#sec0026){ref-type="sec"} for details of discussion.

2.2. Definition and gold standard {#sec0006}
---------------------------------

The WHS in this work aims to delineate and extract the seven substructures of the heart ([@bib0051]). These are:(1)The LV blood cavity, also referred to as the LV. The boundary between the LV and LA is defined by the plane of the mitral valve annulus, and the boundary between the LV and aorta is defined by the plane of the aortic valve annulus. The papillary muscles are included in the LV, according to the recommendation of cardiologists.(2)The RV blood cavity, also referred to as the RV. The boundary between the RV and RA is defined by the plane of the tricuspid valve annulus, and the boundary between the RV and PA is defined by the plane of the pulmonary valve annulus.(3)The LA blood cavity, also referred to as the LA. LA solely consists of the blood pool within the endocardium of the LA cavity, excluding the pulmonary veins (PVs) and left atrial appendage. The boundaries between the LA and PVs are determined by following each PV distally to the LA body and truncating at the point when there is no clear vein to follow ([@bib0038]).(4)The RA blood cavity, also referred to as the RA. The boundaries between the RA and superior/ inferior vena cava are determined at the point when there is no clear vena cava to follow, similar to the definition of boundaries between the LA and PVs.(5)The myocardium of the LV, referred to as the Myo. Myo has two surfaces, i.e., the epicardial surface (Epi) and the endocardial surface of the LV.(6)The AO trunk from the aortic valve to the superior level of the atria, also referred to as the AO. In our training data, the provided manual segmentation generally covers the whole ascending aorta to include the aortic arch. This means the distal end of the segmented great vessel exceeds the cutting point of the definition. However, in the evaluation we only consider the major trunk by manually cutting off the part of aorta which exceeds the superior level of the atria. We do this to avoid biased evaluation due to the inconsistent definition of the distal end of a great vessel.(7)The PA trunk from the pulmonary valve to the bifurcation point, also referred to as the PA. Similar to AO, for the training data we provide the manual segmentation which exceeds the distal end of the definition. However, for the test data we truncate the segmentation at the bifurcation point of the pulmonary artery before evaluating the accuracy of a result.

The four blood pool cavities, i.e., LV, RV, LA and RA, are also referred to as the four chambers.

Manual labeling was adopted for generating the gold standard segmentation. This was done slice-by-slice using the ITK-SNAP software ([@bib0048]), either by clinicians or by students who majored in biomedical engineering or medical physics and were familiar with the whole heart anatomy. Each manual segmentation result was examined by a senior researcher specialized in cardiac imaging with experience of more than five years, and modifications were made where required. The sagittal and coronal views were visualized simultaneously to check the consistency and smoothness of the segmentation, although the manual delineation was mainly performed in the axial views. For each 3D image, it took approximately 6--10 h for the observer to complete the manual segmentation of the whole heart.

2.3. Evaluation metrics {#sec0007}
-----------------------

We employed four widely used metrics to evaluate the accuracy of a segmentation result ([@bib0051]): the Dice score, Jaccard index, surface-to-surface distance (SD), and Hausdorff Distance (HD). For WHS evaluation, the generalized metrics were used, which are expected to be more objective ([@bib0005], [@bib0051]).

For each modality, the data were split into two sets, i.e., the training set (20 CT and 20 MRI) and the test set (40 CT and 40 MRI). For the training data, both the images and the corresponding gold standard were released to the participants for building, training and cross-validating their models. For the test data, only the CT and MRI images were released. Once the participants developed their algorithms, they could submit their segmentation results on the test data to the challenge moderators for a final independent evaluation. To avoid parameter tuning via multiple submissions, the organizers only allowed a maximum of two evaluations of segmentation accuracies for one algorithm.

2.4. Participants {#sec0008}
-----------------

Twelve algorithms (teams) were selected for this benchmark work. Nine of them provided results for both CT and MRI data, one experimented only on the CT data and two worked solely on the MRI data.

All the 12 teams agreed to include their results in this paper. To simplify the description below, we used the team abbreviations referring to both the teams and their corresponding methods and results. The evaluated methods are elaborated on in [Section 3](#sec0009){ref-type="sec"}, and the key contributions of the teams are summarized in [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"}. Note that the three methods, highlighted with an asterisk (\*), were submitted after the deadline of the challenge. To be fair to the groups who submitted before the deadline, we excluded the late submissions from ranking and competing for the awards of the challenge. However, for this manuscript we include all the high quality submissions, to maximize the number of methods for benchmark and quality of the paper.Table 2Summary of submitted methods.Table 2TeamsTasksKey elements in methodsTeamsTasksKey elements in methodsGUTCT, MRITwo-step CNN, combined with anatomical label configurations.UOLMRIMAS and discrete registration, to adapt the large shape variations.KTHCT, MRIMulti-view U-Nets combining hierarchical shape prior.CUHK1CT, MRI3D fully connected network (FCN) with the gradient flow optimization and Dice loss function.SEUCTConventional MAS-based method.CUHK2CT, MRIHybrid loss guided FCN.UCFCT, MRIMulti-object multi-planar CNN with an adaptive fusion method.UTCT, MRILocal probabilistic atlases coupled with a topological graph.SIATCT, MRI3D U-Net network learn multi-modality features.UB2[⁎](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}MRIMulti-scale fully convolutional Dense-Nets.UB1[⁎](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CT, MRIDilated residual networks.UOE[⁎](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}CT, MRITwo-stage concatenated U-Net.[^1]

3. Evaluated methods {#sec0009}
====================

In this section, we elaborate on the twelve benchmarked algorithms. [Table 2](#tbl0002){ref-type="table"} provides the summary for reference.

3.1. Graz University of Technology (GUT) {#sec0010}
----------------------------------------

[@bib0028] propose a fully automatic whole heart segmentation, based on multi-label CNN and using volumetric kernels, which consists of two separate CNNs: one to localize the heart, referred to as localization CNN, and the other to segment the fine detail of the whole heart structure within a small region of interest (ROI), referred to as segmentation CNN. The localization CNN is designed to predict the approximate center of the bounding box around all heart substructures, based on the U-Net ([@bib0033]) and heatmap regression ([@bib0027]). A fixed physical size ROI is then cropped around the predicted center, ensuring that it can enclose all interested substructures of the heart. Within the cropped ROI, the multi-label segmentation CNN predicts the label of each pixel. In this method, the segmentation CNN works on high-resolution ROI, while the localization CNN works on the low resolution images. This two-step CNN pipeline helps to mitigate the intensive memory and runtime generally required by the volumetric kernels equipped 3D CNNs.

3.2. University of Lubeck (UOL) {#sec0011}
-------------------------------

[@bib0012] propose a multi-atlas registration approach for WHS of MRI, as [Fig. 2](#fig0002){ref-type="fig"} shows. This method adopts a discrete registration, which can capture large shape variations across different scans ([@bib0011]). Moreover, it can ensure the alignment of anatomical structures by using dense displacement sampling and graphical model-based optimization ([@bib0010]). Due to the use of contrast-invariant features ([@bib0043]), the multi-atlas registration can implicitly deal with the challenging varying intensity distributions due to different acquisition protocols. Within this method, one can register all the training atlases to an unseen test image. The warped atlas label images are then combined by means of weighted label fusion. Finally, an edge-preserving smoothing of the generated probability maps is performed using the multi-label random walk algorithm, as implemented and parameterized in [@bib0009].Fig. 2Multi-atlas registration and label fusion with regularization proposed by [@bib0012].Fig. 2

3.3. KTH Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) {#sec0012}
--------------------------------------------

[@bib0042] propose an automatic WHS framework combining CNN with statistical shape priors. The additional shape information, also called shape context ([@bib0017]), is used to provide explicit 3D shape knowledge to the CNN. The method uses a random forest based landmark detection to detect the ROI. The statistical shape models are created using the segmentation masks of the 20 training CT images. The probability map is generated from three 2D U-Nets learned from the multi-view slices of the 3D training images. To estimate the shape of each subregion of heart, a hierarchical shape prior guided segmentation algorithm ([@bib0041]) is then performed on the probability map. This shape information is represented using volumetric shape models, i.e., signed distance maps of the corresponding shapes. Finally, the estimated shape information is used as an extra channel, to train a new set of multi-view U-Nets for the final segmentation of the whole heart.

3.4. The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Method No. 1 (CUHK1) {#sec0013}
--------------------------------------------------------------

[@bib0045] apply a general and fully automatic framework based on a 3D fully convolutional network (FCN). The framework is reinforced in the following aspects. First, an initialization is achieved by inheriting the knowledge from a 3D convolutional network trained on the large-scale Sports-1M video dataset ([@bib0040]). Then, the gradient flow is applied by shortening the back-propagation path and employing several auxiliary loss functions on the shallow layers of the network. This is to tackle the low efficiency and over-fitting issues when directly training the deep 3D FCNs, due to the gradient vanishing problem in shallow layers. Finally, the Dice similarity coefficient based loss function ([@bib0019]) is included into a multi-class variant to balance the training for all classes.

3.5. University of Central Florida (UCF) {#sec0014}
----------------------------------------

[@bib0022] propose a multi-object multi-planar CNN (MO-MP-CNN) method based on an encoder-decoder CNN. The multiple CNNs ([@bib0023]) are trained from three different views, i.e., axial, sagittal, and coronal views, in 2D manners. An adaptive fusion method is then employed to combine the multiple outputs to refine the delineation. Furthermore, they apply a connected component analysis (CCA) on the final segmentation, to estimate the reliable (true positive) and unreliable (false positives) regions. Let *n* denote the number of classes in the images and *m* denote the number of components in each class, then the CCA could be performed as follows,$$\begin{array}{l}
{CCA\left( S \right) = \left\{ S_{11},\cdots,S_{nm} \middle| \cup S_{ij} = \mathbf{o} \right\}\&} \\
{\left\{ S_{11},\cdots,S_{nm} \middle| \cap S_{ij} = \phi \right\},} \\
\end{array}$$where *S* indicates the segmentation result, *i* ∈ *m* and *j* ∈ *n*. The differences between the reliable and unreliable regions are used to guide the reliability of the segmentation process, namely the higher the difference, the more reliable the segmentation.

3.6. The Chinese University of Hong Kong, method no. 2 (CUHK2) {#sec0015}
--------------------------------------------------------------

[@bib0046] propose to employ a 3D FCN for an end-to-end dense labeling, as [Fig. 3](#fig0003){ref-type="fig"} shows. The proposed network is coupled with several auxiliary loss functions in a deep supervision mechanism, to tackle the potential gradient vanishing problem and class imbalance in training. The network learns a spatial-temporal knowledge from a large-scale video dataset, and then transfer to initialize the shallow convolutional layers in the down-sampling path ([@bib0040]). For the class imbalance issue, a hybrid loss is proposed ([@bib0019]), combining two complementary components: (1) volume-size weighted cross entropy loss (*wCross*) to preserve branch details such as the PA trunks. (2) multi-class Dice similarity coefficient loss (*mDSC*) to compact anatomy segmentation. Then, the proposed network can be well trained to simultaneously segment different heart substructures, and generate a segmentation in a dense but detail-preserved format.Fig. 3A schematic illustration of the method developed by [@bib0046]. Digits represent the number of feature volumes in each layer. Volume with dotted line is for concatenation.Fig. 3

3.7. Southeast University (SEU) {#sec0016}
-------------------------------

[@bib0044] develop a MAS-based method for WHS of CT images. The proposed method consists of the following major steps. Firstly, an ROI detection is performed on atlas images and label images, which are down-sampled and resized to crop and generate a heart mask. Then, an affine registration is used to globally align the target image with the atlas images, followed by a nonrigid registration to refine alignment of local details. In addition, an atlas ranking step is applied by using mutual information as the similarity criterion, and those atlases with low similarity are discarded. A non-rigid registration is further performed by minimizing the dissimilarity within the heart substructures using the adaptive stochastic gradient descent method. Finally, the propagated labels are fused with different weights according to the similarities between the deformed atlases and the target image.

3.8. University of Tours (UT) {#sec0017}
-----------------------------

[@bib0007] propose an incremental and interactive atlas-based WHS method, combining several local probabilistic atlases based on a topological graph. The training images are used to construct the probabilistic atlases, for each of the substructures of the heart. The graph is used to encode the priori knowledge to incrementally extract different ROIs. The priori knowledge about the shape and intensity distributions of substructures is stored as features to the nodes of the graph. The spatial relationships between these anatomical structures are also learned and stored as the edges of the graph. In the case of multi-modality data, multiple graphs are constructed, for example two graphs are built for the CT and MRI images, respectively. A pixelwise classification method combining hidden Markov random field is developed to integrate the probability map information. To correct the misclassifications, a post-correction is performed based on the Adaboost scheme.

3.9. Shenzhen Institutes of Advanced Technology (SIAT) {#sec0018}
------------------------------------------------------

[@bib0039] develop a deeply-supervised end-to-end 3D U-Net for fully automatic WHS. The training dataset are artificially augmented by considering each ROI of the heart substructure independently. To reduce false positives from the surrounding tissues, a 3D U-Net is first trained to coarsely detect and segment the whole heart structure. To take full advantage of multi-modality information so that features of different substructures could be better extracted, the cardiac CT and MRI data are fused. Both the size and the intensity range of the different modality images are normalized before training the 3D U-Net model. Finally, the detected ROI is refined to achieve the final WHS, which is performed by a pixel-wise classification fashion using the 3D U-Net.

3.10. University of Bern, method no. 1 (UB1\*) {#sec0019}
----------------------------------------------

This method designs a voxelwise dilated residual network, referred as VoxDResNet, to segment the whole heart structures from 3D MRI images. It can be used to generate a semantic segmentation of an arbitrary-sized volume data after training. Conventional FCN methods integrate multi-scale contextual information by reducing the spatial resolution via successive pooling and sub-sampling layers, for semantic segmentation. By contrast, the proposed method achieves the same goal using dilated convolution kernels, without decreasing the spatial resolution of the network output. Additionally, residual learning is incorporated as pixel-wise dilated residual modules to alleviate the degrading problem, and the WHS accuracy can be further improved by avoiding gridding artifacts introduced by the dilation ([@bib0047]).

3.11. University of Bern, method no. 2 (UB2\*) {#sec0020}
----------------------------------------------

This method includes a multi-scale pixel-wise fully convolutional Dense-Nets for 3D WHS of MRI images, which could directly map a whole volume of data to its volume-wise labels after training. The multi-scale context and multi-scale deep supervision strategies are adopted, to enhance feature learning. The deep neural network is an encoder (contracting path)-decoder (expansive path) architecture. The encoder is focused on feature learning, while the decoder is used to generate the segmentation results. Skip connection is employed to recover spatial context loss in the down-sampling path. To further boost feature learning in the contracting path, multi-scale contextual information is incorporated. Two down-scaled branch classifiers are inserted into the network to alleviate the potential gradient vanishing problem. Thus, more efficient gradients can be back-propagated from loss function to the shallow layers.

3.12. University of Edinburgh (UOE\*) {#sec0021}
-------------------------------------

[@bib0042] develop a two-stage concatenated U-Net framework that simultaneously detects an ROI of the heart and classifies pixels into different substructures without losing the original resolution. The first U-Net uses a down-sampled 3D volume to produce a coarse prediction of the pixel labels, which is then re-sampled to the original resolution. The architecture of the second U-Net is inspired by the super-resolution CNN (SRCNN) ([@bib0006]) with skipping connections and recursive units ([@bib0016]). It inputs a two-channel 4D volume, consisting of the output of the first U-Net and the original data. In the test phase, a dynamic-tile layer is introduced between the two U-Nets to crop an ROI from both the input and output volume of the first U-Net. This layer is removed when performing an end-to-end training to simplify the implementation. Unlike the other U-Net based architecture, the proposed method can directly perform a prediction on the images with their original resolutions, thanks to the SRCNN-like network architecture.

4. Results {#sec0022}
==========

[Tables 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} present the quantitative results of the evaluated algorithms on the CT and MRI datasets, respectively. The mean Dice scores of the evaluated methods for MM-WHS are respectively 0.872 ± 0.087 (CT) and 0.824 ± 0.102 (MRI), and the mean HDs are respectively 37.684 ± 17.026 mm (CT) and 39.209 ± 23.435 mm (MRI). In general, the evaluated algorithms obtain better WHS accuracies for CT than for MRI, using the four metrics. [Section 5.2](#sec0025){ref-type="sec"} provides a discussion of the difference between modalities.Table 3Results of the ten evaluated algorithms on CT dataset.Table 3TeamsDiceJaccardSD (mm)HD (mm)DL/MASGUT**0.908 ± 0.0860.832 ± 0.0371.117 ± 0.25025.242 ± 10.813**DLKTH0.894 ± 0.0300.810 ± 0.0481.387 ± 0.51631.146 ± 13.203DLCUHK10.890 ± 0.0490.805 ± 0.0741.432 ± 0.59029.006 ± 15.804DLCUHK20.886 ± 0.0470.798 ± 0.0721.681 ± 0.59341.974 ± 16.287DLUCF0.879 ± 0.0790.792 ± 0.1061.538 ± 1.00628.481 ± 11.434DLSEU0.879 ± 0.0230.784 ± 0.0361.705 ± 0.39934.129 ± 12.528MASSIAT0.849 ± 0.0610.742 ± 0.0861.925 ± 0.92444.880 ± 16.084DLUT0.838 ± 0.1520.742 ± 0.1614.812 ± 13.60434.634 ± 12.351MASUB1\*0.887 ± 0.0300.798 ± 0.0481.443 ± 0.30255.426 ± 10.924DLUOE\*0.806 ± 0.1590.697 ± 0.1664.197 ± 7.78051.922 ± 17.482DLAverage0.859 ± 0.1080.763 ± 0.1183.259 ± 9.74834.382 ± 12.468MAS0.875 ± 0.0830.784 ± 0.0101.840 ± 2.96338.510 ± 17.890DL0.872 ± 0.0870.780 ± 0.1022.124 ± 5.13337.684 ± 17.026ALLTable 4Results of the eleven evaluated algorithms on MRI dataset.Table 4TeamsDiceJaccardSD (mm)HD (mm)DL/MASUOL0.870 ± 0.0350.772 ± 0.0541.700 ± 0.649**28.535 ± 13.220**MASGUT0.863 ± 0.0430.762 ± 0.0641.890 ± 0.78130.227 ± 14.046DLKTH0.855 ± 0.0690.753 ± 0.0941.963 ± 1.01230.201 ± 13.216DLUCF0.818 ± 0.0960.701 ± 0.1183.040 ± 3.09740.092 ± 21.119DLUT0.817 ± 0.0590.695 ± 0.0812.420 ± 0.92530.938 ± 12.190MASCUHK20.810 ± 0.0710.687 ± 0.0912.385 ± 0.94433.101 ± 13.804DLCUHK10.783 ± 0.0970.653 ± 0.1173.233 ± 1.78344.837 ± 15.658DLSIAT0.674 ± 0.1820.532 ± 0.1789.776 ± 6.36692.889 ± 18.001DLUB2\***0.874 ± 0.0390.778 ± 0.0601.631 ± 0.580**28.995 ± 13.030DLUB1\*0.869 ± 0.0580.773 ± 0.0791.757 ± 0.81430.018 ± 14.156DLUOE\*0.832 ± 0.0810.720 ± 0.1052.472 ± 1.89241.465 ± 16.758DLAverage0.844 ± 0.0470.734 ± 0.0722.060 ± 0.87629.737 ± 12.771MAS0.820 ± 0.1070.707 ± 0.1273.127 ± 3.64041.314 ± 24.711DL0.824 ± 0.1020.711 ± 0.1252.933 ± 3.33939.209 ± 23.435ALL

For the CT data, the results are generally promising. The best Dice score (0.908 ± 0.086) and the best HD (25.242 ± 10.813 mm) were both achieved by GUT, which is a DL-based algorithm with anatomical label configurations. For the MRI data, the best Dice score (0.874 ± 0.039) was obtained by UB2\*, which is a DL-based method and a delayed submission; and the best HD (28.535 ± 13.220 mm) was achieved by UOL, an MAS-based algorithm. Here, the average accuracy of MAS (two teams) was better than that of the DL-based segmentation (nine teams) in all evaluation metrics. However, the number of MAS-based approaches is limited, namely two, and the performance across different DL methods was variable, similar to the results from the CT experiment. For example, the top four DL methods by Dice scores, i.e., GUT, KTH, UB1\* and UB2\*, achieved comparable mean Dice scores to that of UOL (*p*=0.157, *p*=0.073, *p*=0.903 and *p*=0.448), but the other DL approaches generated much poorer results (*p* \< 0.001). The discussion of different methodologies will be given in [Section 5.4](#sec0027){ref-type="sec"}.

[Fig. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} shows the boxplots of the evaluated algorithms on CT data. One can see that they achieved relatively accurate segmentation for all substructures of the heart, except for the PA whose variability in terms of shape and appearance is notably greater. For GUT, KTH, CUHK1, UB1\*, and CUHK2, the delineation of PA is reasonably good with the mean Dice score larger than 0.80. [Fig. 5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} presents the boxplots on the MRI data. The five methods, i.e., UB2\*, UOL, UB1\*, GUT, and KTH, all demonstrate good Dice scores on the segmentation of four chambers and LV myocardium. Similar to the conclusion drawn from [Tables 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}, the segmentation on the CT images is generally better than that on the MRI data as indicated by the quantitative evaluation metrics.Fig. 4Boxplot of Dice scores of the whole heart segmentation on CT dataset by the ten methods.Fig. 4Fig. 5Boxplot of Dice scores of the whole heart segmentation on MRI dataset by the eleven methods.Fig. 5

[Fig. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} shows the 3D visualization of the cases with the median and worst WHS Dice scores by the evaluated methods on the CT data. Most of the median cases look reasonably good, though some contain patchy noise; and the worst cases require significant improvements. Specifically, UOE\* median case contains significant amount of misclassification in AO, and parts of the LV are labeled as LA in the UOE\* and SIAT median cases. In the worst cases, the CUHK1 and CUHK2 results do not have a complete shape of the RV; KTH and SIAT contain a large amount of misclassification, particularly in myocardium; UCF mistakes the RA as LV; UOE\* only segments the LA, and UT generates a result with wrong orientation.Fig. 63D visualization of the WHS results of the median and worse cases in the CT test dataset by the ten evaluated methods. The color bar indicates the correspondence of substructures. Note that the colors of Myo and LV in 3D visualization do not look exactly the same as the keys in the color bar, due to the 50% transparency setting for Myo rendering and the addition effect from two colors (LV and 50% Myo) for LV rendering, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)Fig. 6

[Fig. 7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} visualizes the median and worst results on MRI WHS. Compared with the CT results, even the median cases of MRI cases are poor. For example, the SIAT method could perform well on most of the CT cases, but failed to generate acceptable results for most of the MRI images, including the median cases presented in the figure. The worst cases of UOE\*, CUHK2 and UB1 miss at least one substructure, and UCF and SIAT results do not contain any complete substructure of the whole heart. In conclusion, the CT segmentation results look better than the MRI results, which is consistent with the quantitative results. Also, one can see from [Figs. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} that the resulting shape from the two MAS-based methods looks more realistic, even though the segmentation could sometimes be very poor or even a failure, such as the worst MRI case by UOL and the worst CT case by UT.Fig. 73D visualization of the WHS results of the median and worse cases in the MRI test dataset by the eleven evaluated methods.Fig. 7

The computational complexity of a DL method in the testing stage is related to the complexity of the network. In addition, DL methods can be implemented with the help of a GPU. Hence, the WHS of a case can be done within seconds or a minute on average. By contrast, the conventional approaches are commonly implemented with iterated optimization procedures, such as the atlas-to-target registration in the MAS, and thus could be computationally expensive. However, due to the difference of implementation and hardware an objective comparison between the evaluated methods can be difficult. For reference, we summarize the information regarding to the implementation details and their average run time in [Table 5](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Details on the average run time and computer systems used for the evaluated methods. T: average run time; Proc: average run time includes the pre- and post-processing of the images for the DL-based methods.Table 5TeamsT (MRI)T (CT)ProcGPUCPU and RAMProgramming languageGUT21 s104 sYGTX TITAN X; 12GBIntel i7-4820K; 32GBPython, C++UOLN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AKTH7 min5 minYGTX1080; 8GBIntel Xeon E5 1620; 32GBPython, C++CUHK168.55 s87.38 sNTITAN X (PASCAL); 12GBIntel i5-6500; 16GBPython + TensorFlowSEUN/A20 minN/AN/AIntel 7900X; 16GPython + ElastixCUHK266.03 s89.79 sNTITAN X (PASCAL); 12GBIntel i5-6500; 16GBPython + TensorFlowUCF17 s50 sNTITAN XP; 12GBIntel Xeon E5-2630 v3; N/APython + TensorFlowUT14 min21 minN/AN/AIntel Core i7-4600; 16GBC++, CliSIAT7 s11 sNGTX TITAN X; 12GBIntel Core i5-7640X; 32GBPythonUB2\*30 sN/ANGTX 1080 Ti; 11GBIntel(R) i7; 32GBPython + TensorFlowUB1\*28 s23 sNGTX 1080 Ti; 11GBIntel(R) i7; 32GBPython + TensorFlowUOE\*0.11 s0.22 sNTelsa K80; 24GBIntel Xeon E5-2686 v4; 64GBPython + TensorFlow

5. Discussion {#sec0023}
=============

5.1. Overall performance of the evaluated algorithms {#sec0024}
----------------------------------------------------

The segmentation accuracies reported for the four chambers are generally good, but the segmentation of the other substructures demonstrates more challenges. For example, one can see from [Figs. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} that in CT WHS the PA segmentation is much poorer compared to other substructures; in MRI WHS, the segmentation of myocardium, AO and PA appears to be more difficult. One reason could be that these regions have much larger variation in terms of shapes and image appearance across different scans. Particularly, the diverse pathologies can result in heterogeneous intensity of the myocardium and the blood, please refer to [Section 5.3](#sec0026){ref-type="sec"} for a detailed discussion.

Another reason could be the ambiguity in the manual delineations which are used as the ground truth for training of learning-based algorithms. This is likely to be greater for MR data than CT, as the image quality of whole heart MRI is generally lower (poorer contrast and signal-to-noise ratio). [Table 6](#tbl0006){ref-type="table"} shows the inter- and intra-observer variabilities in the manual delineation derived from a subset of MRI data. These are computed from the mean of 6 subjects (for inter-observer) and 4 subjects (for intra-observer), respectively. The inter-observer variabilities are comparable to the mean dice scores of the highest ranked methods (UOL and UB2\*) in [Table 4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}. Furthermore, the observer variation studies confirm that it can be more challenging to achieve consistent segmentation results on certain substructures, even for experienced observers. For example, in the variation studies the mean Dice scores of PA and Myo are much worse than those of the other substructures, particularly of LV and RV, which agrees with the different performance of the automatic methods in these substructures. Note that each of the gold standard segmentation used in this work was done by one rater, which is a limitation since the variability of manual segmentation between observers could be considerably large.Table 6The inter-observer (Inter-Ob) and intra-observer (Intra-Ob) variabilities of the MRI segmentation in Dice scores (%).Table 6LVMyoRVLAInter-Ob93.7 ± 1.3381.1 ± 2.9090.1 ± 1.9683.7 ± 4.58Intra-Ob94.2 ± 0.8483.9 ± 1.2391.2 ± 2.5986.8 ± 3.23RAAOPAWHSInter-Ob85.8 ± 3.1087.6 ± 5.2476.3 ± 14.3487.8 ± 1.36Intra-Ob87.2 ± 2.4891.1 ± 1.6582.6 ± 3.7789.5 ± 1.03

5.2. Discussion of different modalities: CT versus MRI {#sec0025}
------------------------------------------------------

The MRI WHS is generally more challenging than the CT WHS, which is confirmed by the results presented in this work. The mean generalized Dice score of CT WHS is evidently better than that of MRI WHS averaged from the evaluated algorithms, namely 0.872 ± 0.087 (CT) versus 0.824 ± 0.102 (MRI), and *p*-value is 0.011 after the false discovery rate (FDR) correction ([@bib0002]). There is a significant difference between the mean HDs of the two modalities, namely 34.382 ± 12.468 mm (CT) versus 39.209 ± 23.435 mm (MRI) (*p* \< 0.01, after FDR correction). One can further confirm this by comparing the results for these two tasks in [Tables 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"}, as nine methods have been evaluated on both of the CT and MRI test data, and the same algorithms generally achieve better accuracies for CT data. Similar conclusion can also be drawn for the individual substructures as well as for the whole heart, when one compares the boxplots of segmentation Dice scores between [Figs. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}.

5.3. Discussion of different pathologies {#sec0026}
----------------------------------------

The pathologies of patients in this study cover a wide range of cardiac diseases. In particular, the MRI data include patients with CHD and AF, in whom the heart shape and size can vary considerably and in whom image quality can be more variable. We have therefore categorized the pathologies into three subgroups, i.e., CHD, AF and *Others*, and discuss the WHS performance for each.

The average WHS Dice scores of the evaluated methods on these three categories were respectively 0.817 ± 0.129 (CHD), 0.790 ± 0.103 (AF), 0.853 ± 0.072 (*Others*), as presented in [Table 7](#tbl0007){ref-type="table"}. The *p*-values of the WHS Dice scores after FDR correction are as follows, *p*=0.001 between AF and CHD, *p*=0.005 between AF and *Others*, and *p*=0.017 between CHD and *Others*, indicating significant difference between these categories. One can see that the WHS result from the category of *Others* was evidently better than the other two with statistical significance.Table 7The performance of each substructure and WHS on different pathologies of the MRI in Dice scores (%).Table 7LVMyoRVLAAF80.4 ± 17.971.8 ± 13.471.5 ± 15.884.4 ± 9.7CHD85.5 ± 16.669.6 ± 18.187.5 ± 11.378.2 ± 18.4*Others*91.2 ± 7.779.6 ± 8.288.6 ± 7.781.9 ± 1.14RAAOPAWHSAF84.7 ± 10.176.5 ± 18.371.4 ± 20.779.0 ± 10.3CHD83.5 ± 11.380.9 ± 10.367.7 ± 23.481.7 ± 12.9*Others*81.2 ± 15.783.4 ± 13.473.4 ± 15.585.3 ± 7.2

For the CHD cohort, the evaluated methods tended to achieve less accurate results, especially in the substructures of LA, Myo and PA, probably due to large shape variations of the heart in these patients. For the AF patients, because of the irregular heart rhythm and shortness of breath, the image quality can be degraded, which could result in less accurate WHS results for the evaluated methods. Interestingly, we have found that the LA segmentation from AF patients was particularly more accurate (*p*=0.007, after FDR correction), and the ventricle segmentation, i.e., LV and RV, was much worse (*p*=0.025 and *p*=0.012, after FDR correction). This could be owing to the fact that the LA was larger for AF patients, and therefore could be easier to be recognized from the images by the algorithms. We therefore conclude that the segmentation of the substructures for different categories of patients can present different levels of challenges due to the difference in image quality and shape variations of the heart.

5.4. Discussion of different methodologies {#sec0027}
------------------------------------------

As [Tables 3](#tbl0003){ref-type="table"} and [4](#tbl0004){ref-type="table"} summarize, 9 out of the 11 benchmarked CT WHS methods and 8 out of the 10 MRI WHS algorithms are based on deep neural networks. Overall, the DL-based approaches have shown great potentials, particularly in CT WHS. However, several reported poor results based on their mean HDs as well as Dice scores, such as SIAT, UB1\* and UOE\* for CT WHS, and UCF, CUHK1 and SIAT for MRI WHS. The boxplots of Dice scores in [Figs. 4](#fig0004){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} confirm that some of the DL methods have very large interquartile ranges and outliers. [Figs. 6](#fig0006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#fig0007){ref-type="fig"} visualize the 3D segmentation results of the median and the worst cases of each method. One can see that the resulting heart shapes of several cases are totally unrealistic, such as the worst CT case of UOE\*, the median and worst MRI cases of SIAT, and the worst MRI cases of CUHK1 and UCF.

The performance of the DL methods could vary greatly across different network structures and training strategies, as summarized in [Table 8](#tbl0008){ref-type="table"}. One can see that most of the DL-based approaches are 3D-based networks, except for KTH and UCF, which were based on multi-view 2D networks. The performance of 2D networks was comparable to that of 3D networks. For example, no significant difference was found between KTH and the two top performing 3D network-based methods, i.e., UB1\* and GUT, in the MRI WHS Dice scores, as neither of the *p*-values was less than 0.1. This may be owing to the increased number of training data by using 2D networks, since one 3D image can be split into tens to hundreds of 2D slices. Additionally, the DL-based approaches are generally based on U-Net or FCN, except for UCF and UB2\* which were based on encoder-decoder CNN. Two teams, i.e., CUHK1 and CUHK2, employed a pre-trained network to avoid overfitting. However, no significant difference was found between the different network architectures in terms of WHS Dice scores, and neither was there between the methods using pre-trained models and those which did not, as none of the *p*-values was less than 0.5. Only one team, i.e., KTH, embedded shape priors into the deep learning framework, which demonstrated good potential in improving the segmentation performance. Finally, SIAT was the only method to train the network using both the CT and MRI data, but the resulting network did not perform well. Hence, it is still an open question in terms of how to improve the generalization ability of a segmentation network by using multi-modality training data.Table 8Summary of the DL-based methods. The abbreviations are as follows, Dim: dimension; MS: multi-stage; E-D: encode-decode CNN; MM-train: trained on multi-modality datasets.Table 8TeamsDimMSNetworkPriorPre-trainMM-trainGUT3DYU-NetNNNKTH2DYU-NetYNNCUHK13DNFCNNYNCUHK23DNFCNNYNUCF2DNE-DNNNSIAT3DYU-NetNNYUB2\*3DNE-DNNNUB1\*3DNFCNNNNUOE\*3DYU-NetNNN

The conventional methods, mainly based on MAS in the evaluated methods, could generate stable results with more realistic shapes, though they were not necessarily competitive in terms of mean accuracies and computation efficiency. Particularly, in MRI WHS the MAS-based methods achieved no worse mean accuracies compared to the DL-based approaches, though only two MAS methods were submitted for evaluation. Finally, the advantages and potential limitations of all the evaluated methods are summarized in [Table 9](#tbl0009){ref-type="table"}.Table 9Summary of the advantages and limitations of the twelve evaluated methods.Table 9MethodStrengthsLimitationsGUT- Combining localization and segmentation CNNs to reduce the requirements of memory and computation time.\
- Good segmentation performance for both CT and MRI.- Based on an automatically localized landmark in the center of the heart, the cropping of a fixed physical size ROI is required for segmentation.UOL- The discrete registration can capture large shape variations across scans.\
- The regularization is used to obtain smooth surfaces that are important for mesh generation and motion or electrophysiological modelling.- Only tested on the MRI data.\
- The automatic cropping of ROI sometimes do not cover the whole heart.KTH- Combining shape context information with orthogonal U-Nets for more consistent segmentation in 3-D views.\
- Good segmentation performance, particularly for CT.- Potential of overfitting because the U-Nets rely much on the shape context channels.\
- Weighting factors of the shape context generation are determined empirically.CUHK1- Pre-trained 3-D Network provides good initialization and reduces overfitting.\
- Auxiliary loss functions are used to promote gradient flow and ease the training procedure.\
- Tackling the class-imbalance problem using a multi-class Dice based metric.- The introduced hyperparameters need determining empirically.\
- Relatively poor performance in MRI WHS.UCF- Multi-planar information reinforce the segmentation along the three orthogonal planes.\
- Multiple 3-D CNNs require less memory compared to a 3-D CNN.- The softmax function in the last layer could cause information loss due to class normalization.CUHK2- Coupling the 3-D FCN with transfer learning and deep supervision mechanism to tackle potential training difficulties caused by overfitting and vanishing gradient.\
- Enhance local contrast and reduce the image inhomogeneity.- Relatively poor performance in MRI WHS.SEU- Three-step multi-atlas image registration method is lightweight for computing resources.\
- The method can be easily deployed.- Only tested on the CT data.UT- The proposed incremental segmentation method is based on local atlases and allows users to perform partial and incremental segmentation.- The registration of MRI atlas can be inaccurate, and the evaluated segmentation accuracy is low.SIAT- Combining a 3-D U-Net with a ROI detection to alleviate the impact of surrounding tissues and reduce the computational complexity.\
- Fusing MRI and CT images to increase the training samples and take full advantage of multimodality information so that features of different substructures can be better extracted.- Poor segmentation performance, particularly for MRI data.UB1\*- The focal loss and Dice loss are well encapsulated into a complementary learning objective to segment both hard and easy classes.- Late submission of the WHS results.UB2\*- Multi-scale context and multi-scale deep supervision are employed to enhance feature learning and to alleviate the potential gradient vanishing problem during training.\
- Reliable performance on the tested MR data.- Late submission of the WHS results.\
- Only tested on the MRI data.UOE\*- The proposed two-stage U-Net framework can directly segment the images with their original resolution.- Late submission of the WHS results.\
- Poor performance, particularly for CT data.

5.5. Comparisons with the literature {#sec0028}
------------------------------------

[Table 1](#tbl0001){ref-type="table"} summarizes the WHS results from recent literature. Previous works were mainly based on conventional segmentation algorithms, such as MAS which achieved the most competitive performance before the introduction of DL-based methodologies. The best mean Dice score of WHS was around 0.90 for CT images from the literature, though it is important to notice that objective inter-work comparisons can be difficult, due to the difference in the evaluation metrics, implementations and study group pathologies. This is comparable to the results from the best performing methods in this challenge. For MRI data, both [@bib0055] and [@bib0054] reported a mean WHS Dice score of around 0.90, which is evidently better than the blinded evaluation results from this challenge. This could be attributed to the usage of the multi-modality atlases in the previous works, which improved the WHS by having more prior knowledge. By contrast, in this study only SIAT used multi-modality images to train their neural network, and the result was not promising. Hence, how to effectively train a neural network with multi-modality images remains an open question.

[Table 10](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"} summarizes the recent public datasets for cardiac segmentation, which mainly focus on specific substructures of the heart. [@bib0031], [@bib0036], [@bib0030] and [@bib0003] organized the challenges for segmenting the left, right or both ventricles. [@bib0021] organized a challenge for the segmentation of blood pool and myocardium from 3D MRI data. This work was aimed to offer pre-procedural planning of children with complex CHD. [@bib0015], [@bib0038], [@bib0014] and [@bib0049] provided data for benchmarking algorithms of LA, LA wall, or LA scar segmentation for patients suffering from AF. [@bib0053] organized a challenge for benchmarking the segmentation of ventricles and myocardium from multi-sequence cardiac MRI. Transfer learning or domain adaptation was particularly emphasized to achieve the segmentation of LGE MRI with the knowledge from other MRI sequences.Table 10Summary of the previous challenges related to cardiac segmentation from MICCAI society.Table 10Organizers/referneceYearDataTargetPathology[@bib0031]200945 cine MRILVhypertrophy, infarction[@bib0036]2011200 cine MRILVmyocardial infarction[@bib0015]201360 MRILA scaratrial fibrillation[@bib0030]201248 cine MRIRVcongenital heart disease[@bib0038]201330 CT + 30 MRILAatrial fibrillation[@bib0014]201610 CT + 10 MRILA wallatrial fibrillation[@bib0021]201620 MRIBlood pool, Myocongenital heart disease[@bib0003]2017150 cine MRIVentriclesinfarction, dilated/ hypertrophiccardiomyopathy, abnormal RV[@bib0049]2018150 LGE-MRILAatrial fibrillation[@bib0053]201945 multi-modal MRIVentriclescardiomyopathy

5.6. Progress and challenges {#sec0029}
----------------------------

The MM-WHS challenge provides an open-access dataset and ongoing evaluation framework for researchers, to develop and compare their algorithms. Both the conventional methods and the new DL-based algorithms have made great progress, as shown in this paper. It is worth mentioning that the best performing DL methods have demonstrated great potential of generating accurate and reliable WHS results, such as GUT, UB1\* and UB2\*, even though they had limited training data (20 CT and 20 MRI). Despite this, there are limitations need to be overcome, particularly from the methodological point of view.

WHS of MRI is more challenging than that of CT. In general, the image quality of MRI data is poorer than that of CT data, in terms of contrast-to-noise ratio, signal-to-noise ratio and spatial resolution. In some patients, there can be blurring and/or ghosting artifacts due to the poorly corrected respiratory motion. In addition, the MRI datasets in this study included the particularly challenging cases from patients with CHD and AF. The former had large and challenging variations in cardiac anatomy, and the latter tented to have degraded image quality due to the irregular heart rhythm and shortness of breath of the patients. Enlarging the size of training data is commonly pursued to improve the learning-based segmentation algorithms. However, availability of whole heart training images can be difficult as well. One potential solution is to use artificial training data, such as by means of data augmentation or image synthesis using generative adversarial networks ([@bib0008]). Furthermore, shape constraints can be incorporated into the training and prediction framework, which is particularly useful for the DL-based methods to avoid generating results of unrealistic shapes.

6. Conclusion {#sec0030}
=============

Knowledge of the detailed anatomy of the heart structure is clinically important as it is closely related to cardiac function and patient symptoms. Manual WHS is labor-intensive and also suffers from poor reproducibility. A fully automated multi-modality WHS is therefore highly in demand. However, achieving this goal is still challenging, mainly due to the variable quality of whole heart images, complex structure of the heart and large variation of the shape. This manuscript describes the MM-WHS challenge which provides 120 clinical CT/ MRI images, elaborates on the methodologies of twelve evaluated methods, and analyzes their results.

The challenge provides the same training data and test dataset for all the submitted methods. Note that these data are also open to researchers in future. The evaluation has been performed by the organizers, blind to the participants for a fair comparison. The results show that WHS of CT has been more successful than that of MRI from the twelve submissions. For segmentation of the substructures, the four chambers are generally easy to segment. By contrast, the great vessels, including aorta and pulmonary artery, still need more efforts to achieve good results. The performance of the DL-based methods submitted to this challenge was variable, with the best performing methods achieving high accuracy while the lowest performing methods were poor. The conventional atlas-based approaches generally performed well, though only 2 of the 11 MRI WHS methods and 2 of the 10 CT WHS algorithms submitted were none-DL-based. The hybrid methods, combining deep learning with prior information from either the multi-modality atlases or shape information of the heart substructures, should have good potential and be worthy of future exploration.

Authors contributions {#sec0031}
=====================
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